Many different preference relations
Between two hawks, which flies the higher pitch; Between two dogs, which hath the deeper mouth; Between two blades, which bears the better temper; Between two horses, which doth bear him best; Between two girls, which hath the merriest eye.
W. Shakespeare, King Henry VI.
Decision querying
Find the best answers to a query, instead of all the answers.
"Find the lowest price for this book on the Web...
... but also keep in mind my preference for amazon.com."
What to do with the obtained information is not addressed: "We report, you decide." Preferences as first-order formulas [Chomicki, EDBT'02] .
Relation Book (Title,Vendor,Price) .
Preference:
Indifference:
Utility functions?
Relational algebra embedding [Chomicki, EDBT'02; Kiessling, VLDB'02] :
New winnow operator returning the tuples in the given instance that are not dominated by any other tuple in the instance.
Book Title
Vendor Price • personalized interaction Configuration:
• "soft" constraints
Definitions
Preference relation: a binary relation ≻ between the tuples of a given relation.
Preference formula: a first-order formula defining a preference relation.
Intrinsic preference formula: the definition uses only built-in predicates.
Typical properties of preference relations: irreflexivity, and transitivity (⇒ strict partial orders), can be effectively checked for intrinsic preference formulas with =, =, <, >, ≤, ≥.
Weak orders
Weak order: a strict partial order with transitive indifference.
Preference constructors [Kiessling, VLDB'02]
Atomic:
• LOWEST, HIGHEST
• POS, NEG, and combinations
• AROUND, BETWEEN, SCORE Composite:
• unidimensional: intersection, disjoint union
• multidimensional: Pareto and lexicographic composition Strict partial orders, definable using first-order formulas.
Utility (scoring) functions
An approach grounded in utility theory:
1. construct a real-valued function u such that:
2. return the answers that maximize u in the given instance.
Typically, top K answers are requested. The set of constraints
Properties of scoring functions
{u(t 2 ) > u(t 1 ) > u(t 3 ), u(t 4 ) = u(t 1 ), u(t 4 ) = u(t 2 )} is unsatisfiable.
Winnow
Given a preference relation ≻ defined using a preference formula C:
Example ("preference for amazon.com"): Skyline:
SKYLINE OF A DIFF, B MAX, C MIN
maps to the preference formula:
Linear optimization queries
Query formulation:
Find the input tuples that maximize n i=1 a i x i .
The preference relation:
Convex hulls contain maxima of positive linear scoring functions.
Winnow evaluation
General methods:
• 2. repeat the following until the input is empty:
3. for every tuple t in the input:
• t is dominated by a tuple in W ⇒ ignore t,
• t dominates some tuples in W ⇒ eliminate them and insert t into W ,
• t is incomparable with all tuples in W ⇒ insert t into W (if there is room), otherwise add t to F ; 4. output the tuples from W that were added there when F was empty, 5. make F the input, clear F.
Optimization of preference queries
Algebraic query optimization.
Semantic query optimization.
Cost-based query optimization.
Algebraic laws [Chomicki, TODS'03]
Commutativity with selection:
If the formula
is valid, then for every r σ α (ω γ (r)) = ω γ (σ α (r)).
Under the preference relation
the selection σ P rice<20 commutes with ω C 1 but σ P rice>20 does not.
Distributivity over Cartesian product: For every r 1 and r 2 ω C (r 1 × r 2 ) = ω C (r 1 ) × r 2 .
Commutativity of winnow: If C 1 (t 1 , t 2 ) ⇒ C 2 (t 1 , t 2 ) and ≻ C 1 and ≻ C 2 are strict partial orders, then for all finite instances r:
Also commutativity with projection.
Semantic query optimization [Chomicki, CDB'04] .
Using information about integrity constraints to:
• eliminate redundant occurrences of winnow.
• make more efficient computation of winnow possible.
Eliminating redundancy: Given a set of integrity constraints F , ω C is redundant w.r.t. F iff F entails the formula
Integrity constraints
Constraint-generating dependencies (CGDs) [Baudinet et al, ICDT'95]:
Entailment is decidable for CGDs by reduction to the validity of ∀-formulas in the constraint theory.
Preference for a lower total cost of a book (including shipping and handling). 
Extension: preferences between sets
A best set does not necessarily consist of the best individuals:
• bundling [Chang et al, EC'03]
• complementarity
• diversity ⇒ College Admissions Problem Design query language extensions in which:
• sets are first-class citizens: powerset? nondeterminism?
• solutions can be constrained
• set winnow is available.
Other related work
Preference queries [Lacroix, Lavency, VLDB'87]:
Pick the tuples of R satisfying Q ∧ P 1 ∧ P 2 ; if none, pick the tuples satisfying Q ∧ P 1 ∧ ¬P 2 ; if none, pick the tuples satisfying Q ∧ ¬P 1 ∧ P 2 .
This can be expressed as
where C 1 (t 1 , t 2 ) ≡ P 1 (t 1 ) ∧ ¬P 1 (t 2 ) and C 2 (t 1 , t 2 ) ≡ P 2 (t 1 ) ∧ ¬P 2 (t 2 ).
